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The sensitivity of the networks to The sensitivity of the networks to 
variations in their biochemical variations in their biochemical 
parameters.parameters.

We propose a mechanism for We propose a mechanism for robustrobust
adaptationadaptation in simple signal in simple signal 
transduction networks applied in transduction networks applied in 
particular to bacterial chemotaxis.particular to bacterial chemotaxis.



Basic network terminologyBasic network terminology
NodesNodes
EdgesEdges
ScaleScale--freefree
–– Power lawsPower laws
–– Exponential/Random networksExponential/Random networks

RobustnessRobustness
–– Ability to respond to different conditionsAbility to respond to different conditions
–– Robust yet fragileRobust yet fragile

ComplexityComplexity
–– Not the number of partsNot the number of parts…… consider a lump consider a lump 

of coalof coal
–– The number of different parts AND the The number of different parts AND the 

organization of those partsorganization of those parts



Robustness in Biological SystemsRobustness in Biological Systems

Common issues:Common issues:
How is it achieved?How is it achieved?
How does it evolve within various How does it evolve within various 

aspects of biological systems?aspects of biological systems?

def.def. Systems that are Systems that are robustrobust maintain maintain 
their state and function against their state and function against 

external and internal perturbations.external and internal perturbations.



Complexity of the biochemical Complexity of the biochemical 
networknetwork

Reaction rate constants, enzymatic Reaction rate constants, enzymatic 
concentration in very precise mannerconcentration in very precise manner
Key Properties of the networks are Key Properties of the networks are 
RoubustRoubust..



Highly Highly 
Optimized Optimized 
Tolerance Tolerance 

(HOT)(HOT)
Complex systems in biology, ecology, Complex systems in biology, ecology, 
technology, sociology, economics, technology, sociology, economics, ……
are driven by design or evolution to highare driven by design or evolution to high--
performance states which are also performance states which are also 
tolerant to uncertainty in the environment tolerant to uncertainty in the environment 
and components.and components.
This leads to specialized, modular, This leads to specialized, modular, 
hierarchical structures, often with hierarchical structures, often with 
enormous enormous ““hiddenhidden”” complexity,complexity,
with new sensitivities to unknown or with new sensitivities to unknown or 
neglected perturbations and design flaws.neglected perturbations and design flaws.
““Robust, yet fragile!Robust, yet fragile!””



Complementary ways to tell this story:
1. Give lots of examples from biology and 

technology
2. Prove theorems and give you software tools

Biology
Advanced 

TechnologyMath



Graph theory, networksGraph theory, networks
Two types of Two types of 
networksnetworks
–– Exponential and Exponential and 

scale freescale free
–– Most cellular Most cellular 

networks are scale networks are scale 
freefree

–– It makes the most It makes the most 
sense to study the sense to study the 
interactions of the interactions of the 
central nodes not central nodes not 
the outer nodesthe outer nodes



About RobustnessAbout Robustness

A fundamental feature of complex A fundamental feature of complex 
evolvable systemevolvable system
Allow a system to maintain itsAllow a system to maintain its’’
function despite external and internal function despite external and internal 
perturbationperturbation
RedundancyRedundancy

HiroakiHiroaki--KitanoKitano——Nature 2004, Nature 2004, VolVol 55



Robustness: Three PropertiesRobustness: Three Properties
AdaptationAdaptation
–– The ability to cope with environmental The ability to cope with environmental 

changeschanges

Parameter insensitivityParameter insensitivity
–– Relative insensitivity to specific kinetic Relative insensitivity to specific kinetic 

parametersparameters

Graceful degradation  Graceful degradation  
–– Characteristic slow degradation of a Characteristic slow degradation of a 

systemsystem’’s functions after damage, s functions after damage, 
rather than catastrophic failurerather than catastrophic failure



Four Ways to Achieve Four Ways to Achieve 
RobustnessRobustness

System control System control 
–– NegativeNegative--feedback and feedfeedback and feed--forward controlforward control

RedundancyRedundancy
–– Multiple components with equivalent functionsMultiple components with equivalent functions

Structural stability Structural stability 
–– Intrinsic mechanisms are built to promote Intrinsic mechanisms are built to promote 

stabilitystability

ModularityModularity
–– Subsystems are physically or functionally Subsystems are physically or functionally 

insulatedinsulated

Aderem, 2005. Cell 121: 511–513



I. Bacterial ChemotaxisI. Bacterial Chemotaxis
Robustness thru Robustness thru 

feedback.feedback.



Bacteria ChemotaxisBacteria Chemotaxis

cheche··momo··taxtax··isis --
cell  movement caused by chemical cell  movement caused by chemical 
stimulus:stimulus: movement or change in movement or change in 
the position of a cell or organism in the position of a cell or organism in 
response to the presence of a response to the presence of a 
chemical agentchemical agent



ChemotaxisChemotaxis
Bacteria respond to extremely shallow chemical Bacteria respond to extremely shallow chemical 
gradients by modifying their motility in a process gradients by modifying their motility in a process 
called called chemotaxischemotaxis. This . This chemotacticchemotactic response is response is 
characterized by high sensitivity to small characterized by high sensitivity to small 
concentration differences, which extends over a concentration differences, which extends over a 
large range of concentrations. This combination large range of concentrations. This combination 
of high signal gain and large dynamic range of high signal gain and large dynamic range 
results from both a memory of past events and results from both a memory of past events and 
the ability to amplify small differences in signal the ability to amplify small differences in signal 
between the memory and the current between the memory and the current 
environment. environment. DahlquistDahlquist describes the signaling describes the signaling 
mechanism used by bacteria to regulate the mechanism used by bacteria to regulate the 
flagellarflagellar motor and the places in this pathway motor and the places in this pathway 
where signal amplification may occur.where signal amplification may occur.



What feature of the What feature of the chemotacticchemotactic
network make the adaptation network make the adaptation 

property so robust ?property so robust ?



The The chemotaxischemotaxis network network 



Features of complex systemsFeatures of complex systems

Feedback loopsFeedback loops



Cascaded pathway with three steps Cascaded pathway with three steps 
and two feedbacksand two feedbacks
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The Chemotaxis NetworkThe Chemotaxis Network
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The Chemotaxis NetworkThe Chemotaxis Network

The The active receptor complexactive receptor complex
shows a kinase activity: it shows a kinase activity: it 
phosphorylatesphosphorylates the response regular the response regular 
molecules, which then bind to the molecules, which then bind to the 
motors and induce tumbling.motors and induce tumbling.

CheA CheY Motors
Receptor Receptor regulator

Phosphorylate



Bacterial chemotaxis





In The PastIn The Past

The biochemical parameters are The biochemical parameters are 
finefine--tunedtuned to preserve the same to preserve the same 
steadysteady--state behavior at different state behavior at different 
ligand concentrations.ligand concentrations.



Information about the 
chemical environment 
is transduced into the 
cells by 
chemoreceptors.

INPUT = chemical 
environment.

FEEDBACK or

OUTPUT = tumbling 
motions to swim 
towards or away the 
stimulus





The degree of robustness in many The degree of robustness in many 
biochemical networks can be biochemical networks can be 
quantitativelyquantitatively investigated.investigated.

This can be achieved by This can be achieved by 
characterizing a characterizing a behaviorbehavior, a , a 
physicalphysical or or biochemicalbiochemical property property 
while varying systematically the while varying systematically the 
expression level and the rate expression level and the rate 
constants of the networkconstants of the network’’s s 
components.components.



TwoTwo--state model of state model of chemotacticchemotactic networknetwork



ChemotacticChemotactic response and response and 
adaptationadaptation



A strong A strong asymmetryasymmetry in the response in the response 
to the addition compared with the to the addition compared with the 
removal of removal of ligandligand

The system is very The system is very sensitive:sensitive:
even 1% per second change in the  even 1% per second change in the  
receptor occupancy is enough to receptor occupancy is enough to 
induce a drift velocity of 1 induce a drift velocity of 1 
micron/sec   micron/sec   



Robustness of adaptationRobustness of adaptation



One can change One can change 
simultaneously simultaneously 
each of the rate each of the rate 
constants severalconstants several--
fold and still only a fold and still only a 
few per cent few per cent 
deviation from deviation from 
perfect adaptation.perfect adaptation.



Individuality in the Individuality in the chemotacticchemotactic modelmodel



Major challenges and limitationsMajor challenges and limitations

Measurement of chemical kinetics Measurement of chemical kinetics 
parameters and molecular parameters and molecular 
concentrations concentrations in vivoin vivo
–– Differences between Differences between in vitroin vitro and and in vivoin vivo

datadata
Compartmental specific reactionsCompartmental specific reactions

Data is the limit!!!Data is the limit!!!



ConclusionConclusion

Extract some of the principles Extract some of the principles 
underlying cell function without a full underlying cell function without a full 
knowledge of the molecular detail   knowledge of the molecular detail   



THANK YOU FOR YOUR THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTIONATTENTION
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